EMRS State Voting Intentions November 2020

Polling was conducted from the 17th to the 23rd of November 2020. 1,000 adult Tasmanian residents were interviewed and responses weighted to reflect the Tasmanian adult voting population. A sample of this size provides a maximum margin of error of +/- 3.1 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.
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Support for the Liberal State Government remained steady, down just 2 percentage points from the last poll in August 2020 to 52% currently.

Support for the Labor Party increased by only 1 point since August 2020, now standing at 25%.

The Greens support also increased by 1 percentage point since August 2020, now standing at 13%.

Of the remaining decided voters, 11% reported that they would vote for an alternative to the three major parties, broadly in line with the figure in the August 2020 poll.
Preferred Premier of Tasmania

Figure 2 – Preferred Premier of Tasmania

- 61% prefer Peter Gutwein
- 26% prefer Rebecca White
- 13% unsure/neither
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